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Abstract
We give necessary and sufficient conditions for uniqueness of the
support vector solution for the problems of pattern recognition and
regression estimation, for a general class of cost functions. We show
that if the solution is not unique, all support vectors are necessarily
at bound, and we give some simple examples of non-unique solutions. We note that uniqueness of the primal (dual) solution does
not necessarily imply uniqueness of the dual (primal) solution. We
show how to compute the threshold b when the solution is unique,
but when all support vectors are at bound, in which case the usual
method for determining b does not work.

1

Introduction

Support vector machines (SVMs) have attracted wide interest as a means to implement structural risk minimization for the problems of classification and regression
estimation. The fact that training an SVM amounts to solving a convex quadratic
programming problem means that the solution found is global, and that if it is not
unique, then the set of global solutions is itself convex; furthermore, if the objective function is strictly convex, the solution is guaranteed to be unique [1]1. For
quadratic programming problems, convexity of the objective function is equivalent
to positive semi-definiteness of the Hessian, and strict convexity, to positive definiteness [1]. For reference, we summarize the basic uniqueness result in the following
theorem, the proof of which can be found in [1]:
Theorem 1: The solution to a convex programming problem, for which the objective function is strictly convex, is unique. Positive definiteness of the Hessian
implies strict convexity of the objective function .

Note that in general strict convexity of the objective function does not neccesarily
imply positive definiteness of the Hessian. Furthermore, the solution can still be
unique, even if the objective function is loosely convex (we will use the term "loosely
convex" to mean convex but not strictly convex). Thus the question of uniqueness
IThis is in contrast with the case of neural nets, where local minima of the objective
function can occur.
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for a convex programming problem for which the objective function is loosely convex
is one that must be examined on a case by case basis. In this paper we will give
necessary and sufficient conditions for the support vector solution to be unique,
even when the objective function is loosely convex, for both the clasification and
regression cases, and for a general class of cost function.
One of the central features of the support vector method is the implicit mapping
~ of the data Z E Rn to some feature space F, which is accomplished by replacing
dot products between data points Zi, Zj, wherever they occur in the train and test
algorithms, with a symmetric function K (Zi' Zj ), which is itself an inner product in
F [2]: K(Zi' Zj) = (~(Zi)' ~(Zj» = (Xi, Xj), where we denote the mapped points in
F by X = ~(z). In order for this to hold the kernel function K must satisfy Mercer's
positivity condition [3]. The algorithms then amount to constructing an optimal
separating hyperplane in F, in the pattern recognition case, or fitting the data to a
linear regression tube (with a suitable choice of loss function [4]) in the regression
estimation case. Below, without loss of generality, we will work in the space F,
whose dimension we denote by dF. The conditions we will find for non-uniqueness
of the solution will not depend explicitly on F or ~.
Most approaches to solving the support vector training problem employ the Wolfe
dual, which we describe below. By uniqueness of the primal (dual) solution, we
mean uniqueness of the set of primal (dual) variables at the solution. Notice that
strict convexity of the primal objective function does not imply strict convexity of
the dual objective function. For example, for the optimal hyperplane problem (the
problem of finding the maximal separating hyperplane in input space, for the case
of separable data), the primal objective function is strictly convex, but the dual
objective function will be loosely convex whenever the number of training points
exceeds the dimension of the data in input space. In that case, the dual Hessian
H will necessarily be positive semidefinite, since H (or a submatrix of H, for the
cases in which the cost function also contributes to the (block-diagonal) Hessian) is a
Gram matrix of the training data, and some rows of the matrix will then necessarily
be linearly dependent [5]2. In the cases of support vector pattern recognition and
regression estimation studied below, one of four cases can occur: (1) both primal
and dual solutions are unique; (2) the primal solution is unique while the dual
solution is not; (3) the dual is unique but the primal is not; (4) both solutions
are not unique. Case (2) occurs when the unique primal solution has more than
one expansion in terms of the dual variables. We will give an example of case (3)
below. It is easy to construct trivial examples where case (1) holds, and based on
the discussion below, it will be clear how to construct examples of (4). However,
since the geometrical motivation and interpretation of SVMs rests on the primal
variables, the theorems given below address uniqueness of the primal solution3 •

2

The Case of Pattern Recognition

We consider a slightly generalized form of the problem given in [6], namely to
minimize the objective function

F

= (1/2) IIwl12 + L Ci~f

(1)

2Recall that a Gram matrix is a matrix whose ij'th element has the form (Xi,Xj) for
some inner product (,), where Xi is an element of a vector space, and that the rank of a
Gram matrix is the maximum number of linearly independent vectors Xi that appear in it

[6].
3Due to space constraints some proofs and other details will be omitted. Complete
details will be given elsewhere.
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> 0, subject to constraints:
. Xi + b) > 1 - ~i' i = 1,,,,,1
C;
>
0 i = 1" ... 1
,:>.
-'

with constants p E [1,00), Gi

(2)
(3)
where W is the vector of weights, b a scalar threshold, ~i are positive slack variables
which are introduced to handle the case of nonseparable data, the Yi are the polarities of the training samples (Yi E {± I} ), Xi are the images of training samples in
the space F by the mapping ~, the Gi determine how much errors are penalized
(here we have allowed each pattern to have its own penalty), and the index i labels
the 1 training patterns. The goal is then to find the values of the primal variables
{w, b, ~i} that solve this problem. Most workers choose p = 1, since this results in
a particularly simple dual formulation, but the problem is convex for any p 2: 1.
We will not go into further details on support vector classification algorithms themselves here, but refer the interested reader to [3], [7] . Note that, at the solution, b
is determined from w and ~i by the Karush Kuhn Tucker (KKT) conditions (see
below), but we include it in the definition of a solution for convenience.
Yi(W

Note that Theorem 1 gives an immediate proof that the solution to the optimal
hyperplane problem is unique, since there the objective function is just (1/2)lIwI1 2 ,
which is strictly convex, and the constraints (Eq. (2) with the ~ variables removed)
are linear inequality constraints which therefore define a convex set4.
For the discussion below we will need the dual formulation of this problem, for the
case p = 1. It takes the following form: minimize ~ L-ijG:iG:jYiYj(Xi,Xj) - L-iG:i
subject to constraints:
(4)
TJi
> 0, G:i 2: 0
(5)
Gi
G:i + TJi
LG:iYi

(6)

0

and where the solution takes the form w = L-i G:iYiXi, and the KKT conditions,
which are satisfied at the solution, are TJi~i = 0, G:i (Yi (w . Xi + b) - 1 + ~i) = 0, where
TJi are Lagrange multipliers to enforce positivity of the ~i' and G:i are Lagrange
multipliers to enforce the constraint (2). The TJi can be implicitly encapsulated
in the condition 0 ~ ai :::; Gi , but we retain them to emphasize that the above
equations imply that whenever ~i =/; 0, we must have ai = Gi . Note that, for a
given solution, a support vector is defined to be any point Xi for which G:i > O. Now
suppose we have some solution to the problem (1), (2), (3). Let Nl denote the set
{i : Yi = 1, W · Xi + b < I}, N2 the set {i : Yi = -1, W· Xi + b > -I}, N3 the set
{i : Yi = 1, W· Xi + b = I}, N4 the set {i : Yi = -1, W· Xi + b = -I}, Ns the set
{i : Yi = 1, W· Xi + b > I}, and N6 the set {i : Yi = -1, W· Xi + b < -I}. Then we
have the following theorem:
Theorem 2: The solution to the soft-margin problem, (1), (2) and (3), is unique
for p > 1. For p = 1, the solution is not unique if and only if at least one of the
following two conditions holds:
(7)
(8)
iENl UN3

iEN2

Furthermore, whenever the solution is not unique, all solutions share the same w,
and any support vector Xi has Lagrange multiplier satisfying ai = Gi , and when (7)
4This is of course not a new result: see for example [3].
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holds, then N3 contains no support vectors, and when (8) holds, then
no support vectors.

N4 contains

Proof: For the case p > 1, the objective function F is strictly convex, since a
sum of strictly convex functions is a strictly convex function, and since the function
g( v) = v P , v E lR+ is strictly convex for p > 1. FUrthermore the constraints define
a convex set, since any set of simultaneous linear inequality constraints defines a
convex set. Hence by Theorem 1 the solution is unique.
For the case p = 1, define Z to be that dF + i-component vector with Zi = Wi, i =
1, ... ,dF, and Zi = ~i' i = dF + 1", . ,dF + t. In terms of the variables z, the
problem is still a convex programming problem, and hence has the property that
any solution is a global solution. Suppose that we have two solutions, Zl and
Z2' Then we can form the family of solutions Zt, where Zt == (1 - t)ZI + tZ2, and
since the solutions are global, we have F(zd = F(Z2) = F(zt). By expanding
F(zt) - F(zt} = 0 in terms of Zl and Z2 and differentiating twice with respect to t
we find that WI = W2. Now given wand b, the ~i are completely determined by the
KKT conditions. Thus the solution is not unique if and only if b is not unique.
Define 0 == min {miniENl ~i' miniEN6 (-1 - W • Xi - b)}, and suppose that condition
(7) holds. Then a different solution {w', b', e} is given by w' = w, b' = b + 0,
and ~~ = ~i - 0, Vi E N 1 , ~~ = ~i + 0, Vi E N2 uN4 , all other ~i = 0, since by
construction F then remains the same, and the constraints (2), (3) are satisfied
by the primed variables. Similarly, suppose that condition (8) holds. Define 0 ==
min{miniEN2~i,miniEN5(w·xi+b-l)}. Then a different solution {w',b',e} is
given by w' = w, b' = b - 0, and ~~ = ~i - 0, Vi E N 2 , ~: = ~i + 0, Vi E NI U N 3 ,
all other ~i = 0, since again by construction F is unchanged and the constraints
are still met. Thus the given conditions are sufficient for the solution to be nonunique. To show necessity, assume that the solution is not unique: then by the
above argument, the solutions must differ by their values of b. Given a particular
solution b, suppose that b + 0, 0 > 0 is also a solution. Since the set of solutions is
itself convex, then b + 0' will also correspond to a solution for all 0' : 0 ~ 0' ~ O.
Given some b' = b + 0', we can use the KKT conditions to compute all the
and
we can choose 0' sufficiently small so that no ~i' i E N6 that was previously zero
becomes nonzero. Then we find that in order that F remain the same, condition
(7) must hold. If b - 0, 0 > 0 is a solution, similar reasoning shows that condition
(8) must hold. To show the final statement of the theorem, we use the equality
constraint (6), together with the fact that, from the KKT conditions, all support
vectors Xi with indices in NI uN2 satisfy (Xi = Ci • Substituting (6) in (7) then gives
L: N3 (Xi + L:N4 (Ci - (Xi) = 0 which implies the result, since all (Xi are non-negative.
Similarly, substituting (6) in (8) gives L:,M (Ci - (Xi) + L:.Af. (Xi = 0 which again
. l'les t h e resu1t. 0
3
4
Imp

ei,

Corollary: For any solution which is not unique, letting S denote the set of indices
of the corresponding set of support vectors, then we must have L:iES CiYi = O.
FUrthermore, if the number of data points is finite, then for at least one of the
family of solutions, all support vectors have corresponding ~i i= O.
Note that it follows from the corollary that if the Ci are chosen such that there
exists no subset r of the train data such that L:iET CiYi = 0, then the solution is
guaranteed to be unique, even if p = 1. FUrthermore this can be done by choosing all
the Ci very close to some central value C, although the resulting solution can depend
sensitively on the values chosen (see the example immediately below). Finally, note
that if all Ci are equal, the theorem shows that a necessary condition for the solution
to be non-unique is that the negative and positive polarity support vectors be equal
in number.
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A simple example of a non-unique solution, for the case p = 1, is given by a train set
in one dimension with just two examples, {Xl = 1, YI = I} and {xz = -1, Yz =
with GI = C z == C. It is straightforward to show analytically that for G 2: 2'
the solution is unique, with w = 1, 6 = 6 = b = 0, and marginS equal to 2,
while for C < there is a family of solutions, with -1 + 2C ::; b ::; 1 - 2C and
6 = 1- b - 2C, 6 = 1 + b - 2G, and margin l/C . The case G < corresponds to
Case (3) in Section (1) (dual unique but primal not), since the dual variables are
uniquely specified by a = C. Note also that this family of solutions also satisfies
the condition that any solution is smoothly deformable into another solution [7J.
If GI > Cz , the solution becomes unique, and is quite different from the unique
solution found when G z > CI . When the G's are not equal, one can interpret
what happens in terms of the mechanical analogy [8J, with the central separating
hyperplane sliding away from the point that exerts the higher force, until that point
lies on the edge of the margin region.

-11'

!

!

Note that if the solution is not unique, the possible values of b fall on an interval
of the real line: in this case a suitable choice would be one that minimizes an
estimate of the Bayes error, where the SVM output densities are modeled using a
validation set 6 . Alternatively, requiring continuity with the cases p > 1, so that one
would choose that value of b that would result by considering the family of solutions
generated by different choices of p, and taking the limit from above of p -t 1, would
again result in a unique solution.

3

The Case of Regression Estimation7

Here one has a set of l pairs {xI,Yd,{xz,yz},···,{XI,YI}, {Xi E :F,Yi E R}, and
the goal is to estimate the unknown functional dependence j of the Y on the X,
where the function j is assumed to be related to the measurements {Xi,Yi} by
Yi = j(Xi) +ni, and where ni represents noise. For details we refer the reader to [3],
[9]. Again we generalize the original formulation [10], as follows: for some choice of
positive error penalties Gi , and for positive €i, minimize
I

F =

~ Ilwllz + 2)Gi~f + C;(~np)

(9)

i=l

with constant p E [1 , 00), subject to constraints
Yi - w . Xi - b < €i
W • Xi + b - Yi
< €i

~;*)

+ ~i
+ ~;

> 0

(10)
(11)

(12)

where we have adopted the notation ~;*) == {~i ' ~;} [9J. This formulation results in
an "€ insensitive" loss function, that is, there is no penalty (~}*) = 0) associated
with point Xi if IYi - w . Xi - bl ::; €i. Now let {3, {3* be the Lagrange multipliers
introduced to enforce the constraints (10), (11). The dual then gives

2: {3i = 2: {3;,

0::; {3i ::; Gi , 0::; {3; ::; G;,

(13)

5The margin is defined to be the distance between the two hyperplanes corresponding
to equality in Eq. (2), namely 2/lIwll, and the margin region is defined to be the set of
points between the two hyperplanes.
6This method was used to estimate b under similar circumstances in [8].
7The notation in this section only coincides with that used in section 2 where convenient.
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which we will need below. For this formulation, we have the following
Theorem 3: For a given solution, define !(Xi, Yi) == Yi - W • Xi - b, and define Nl
to be the set of indices {i : !(Xi, Yi) > fi}, N2 the set {i : !(Xi, Yi) = fd, N3 the set
{i : !(Xi,Yi) = -fi}, and N4 the set {i : !(Xi,Yi) < -fi}. Then the solution to (9)
- (12) is unique for p > 1, and for p = 1 it is not unique if and only if at least one
of the following two conditions holds:
Ci
L
iENIUN2

LC;
iEN4

(14)

C'!,
(15)
L Ci
L
iEN3UN4
iENl
Furthermore, whenever the solution is not unique, all solutions share the same w,
and all support vectors are at bound (that iss, either f3i = Ci or f3i = Cn, and
when (14) holds, then N3 contains no support vectors, and when (15) holds, then
N2 contains no support vectors.

The theorem shows that in the non-unique case one will only be able to move the
tube (and get another solution) if one does not change its normal w. A trivial
example of a non-unique solution is when all the data fits inside the f-tube with
room to spare, in which case for all the solutions, the normal to the f-tubes always
lies along the Y direction. Another example is when all Ci are equal, all data falls
outside the tube, and there are the same number of points above the tube as below
it.

4

Computing b when all SVs are at Bound

The threshold b in Eqs. (2), (10) and (11) is usually determined from that subset of the constraint equations which become equalities at the solution and for
which the corresponding Lagrange multipliers are not at bound. However, it may
be that at the solution, this subset is empty. In this section we consider the situation where the solution is unique, where we have solved the optimization problem and therefore know the values of all Lagrange multipliers, and hence know
also w, and where we wish to find the unique value of b for this solution. Since
the ~~.) are known once b is fixed, we can find b by finding that value which
both minimizes the cost term in the primal Lagrangian, and which satisfies all
the constraint equations. Let us consider the pattern recognition case first. Let
S+ (S_) denote the set of indices of positive (negative) polarity support vectors.
Also let V+ (V_) denote the set of indices of positive (negative) vectors which are
not support vectors. It is straightforward to show that if 2:iES_ C i > 2:iES+ Ci,
then b = max {maxiES_ (-1 - W • Xi), maxiEV+ (1 - W • Xi)}, while if 2:iES_ Ci <
2:iES+ Ci, then b = min {miniEs+ (1 - W • Xi), miniEv_ (-1 - W • Xi)}' Furthermore, if 2:iES_ C i = 2:iES+ Ci, and if the solution is unique, then these two values
coincide.
In the regression case, let us denote by S the set of indices of all support vectors, S its complement, SI the set of indices for which f3i = Ci,
and S2 the set of indices for which f3i = C;, so that S = SI U S2 (note
SI n S2 = 0). Then if 2:iES2 C; > 2:iESl Ci, the desired value of b is
b = max{m~Es(Yi - W· Xi + fi), maxiES(Yi - W· Xi - fi)} while if 2:iES2 C; <
2:iE Sl Ci, then b min {miniEs(Yi - W • Xi - fi), miniES(Yi - W· Xi + fi)}'
8Recall that if Ei

> 0, then {3i{3;

= O.
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Again, if the solution is unique, and if also
two values coincide.

5
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Discussion

We have shown that non-uniqueness of the SVM solution will be the exception rather
than the rule: it will occur only when one can rigidly parallel transport the margin
region without changing the total cost. If non-unique solutions are encountered,
other techniques for finding the threshold, such as minimizing the Bayes error arising
from a model of the SVM posteriors [8], will be needed. The method of proof in the
above theorems is straightforward, and should be extendable to similar algorithms,
for example Mangasarian's Generalized SVM [11]. In fact one can extend this result
to any problem whose objective function consists of a sum of strictly convex and
loosely convex functions: for example, it follows immediately that for the case of the
lI-SVM pattern recognition and regression estimation algorithms [12], with arbitrary
convex costs, the value of the normal w will always be unique.
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